
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
24 October 2012 
 
 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
PO Box 3131 
Canberra ACT 2601 
 
 
Attention: Mr Shane Chisholm 
 
 
Dear Sir 
 
Re: Third Line Forcing Notification N96171 lodged b y the Port Hedland Port Authority 
 
Receipt is acknowledged of your e-mail dated 5 October 2012 requesting the views of the 
National Bulk Commodities Group (NBCG) regarding the proposal by the Port Hedland Port 
Authority (PHPA) for all vessels entering and leaving the port (with some small vessel 
exceptions) to exclusively engage the harbour towage services of BHP Billiton Minerals Pty 
Ltd (BHP) on a non-exclusive basis.  

The NBCG is not in a position to support or reject PHPA’s notification until such time PHPA is 
able to demonstrate that the likely benefits to the public from the notified conduct outweigh the 
likely public detriments. 
 
As outlined in Section 2.0 of this letter, there is not enough information available to determine 
whether the Port of Port Hedland can support more than one harbour towage operator without 
a suite of data that would enable the NBCG to make an informed response.   
 
NBCG members are of the opinion that a harbour towage license should be transparent, which 
would provide the port’s customers with confidence that pricing and service levels have been 
thoroughly reviewed during the license preparation. The NBCG suggests the embedding of 
detail in the license process should guarantee an outcome that demonstrates the licensing 
model is based on competitive tension principles.   
 

The NBCG responds: 

 



                 
1.0 Present trading conditions 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) will be aware that the present 
trading conditions for Australia’s dry bulk exporters is challenging with a significant decrease in 
value for the majority of dry bulk exports shipped through Port Hedland. 

To meet this challenge NBCG members seek improvements in supply chain efficiencies.   

The NBCG argues that towage licensing at Port Hedland, whether undertaken as an   
exclusive or non-exclusive licensing arrangement, is a significant efficiency issue. 

 

2.0 Should port towage licensing in Australia be ex clusive or non-exclusive? 

Within the towage community there is debate on the relative merits of exclusive licensing 
compared to non-exclusive licensing. 

The NBCG’s has accepted the position that when annual tug jobs are fewer than 8,000 price 
and service efficiency is best achieved through exclusive licensing. The port of Gladstone is a 
prime example. 

The application by PHPA does not list annual tug job numbers. Should tug job numbers be 
less than 8,000 per annum and the cost of towage per vessel call be moderate (by Australian 
standards) the NBCG would expect an exclusive license would result in improved efficiency – 
both in pricing and service delivery.  

The NBCG suggests the advantages of exclusive licenses are: 

1. There is a competitive process, when conducted with appropriate due diligence, which 
should satisfy all stakeholders. From past exclusive license tendering processes within 
Australia the NBCG notes the final licensed tariff has always been lower post-tender than 
the pre-tender tariff.  

2. Provided the license is appropriately designed all Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are 
known with recourse to appeal identified. 

3. Appropriate minimum tug numbers, the tug’s design and bollard pull are identified. 

4. A process to treat a shortfall or excess in tug job volumes is incorporated within the 
license. 

5. Surcharges (fuel) if any and the methodology to be used to apply and cancel these 
surcharges are identified. 

6. The license process is transparent. 

7. QA, environmental, safety and security standards are set. 

8. The methodology by which customers qualify for towage volume rebates are established. 

9. The approach of the towage provider to emergency response is published and distributed. 

 

3.0 Questions arising from PHPA’s application 

Unfortunately the PHPA has not provided a full list of assessment options, which the Authority 
intends to administer during the non-exclusive license period. Consequently it is difficult for the 
NBCG to properly assess this application. Information that is critical to the NBCG’s 
assessment process is: 



                 
1. The number of tug jobs for the last five (5) years up to and including 2011 / 2012. 

2. The length of the proposed non-exclusive towage contract and the timelines for its review.  

3. The number, drive configuration and bollard pull of the tugs that will be used to meet the 
port’s obligations under the non-exclusive license arrangements (see item 5). 

4. The mechanism PHPA proposes to use to vary towage rates (either up or down). 

5. The number of tugs PHPA proposes to license. It has been reported in the press that BHP 
will not be proceeding with their outer harbour development. This development triggered 
the need for the twenty-two (22) Rotor tugs, which were to replace the ten (10) Azimuthing 
Stern Drive (ASD) tugs. If the outer harbour development is not proceeding is the current 
fleet of ASD tugs capable of servicing the port for the next five (5) years? The acquisition 
of 22 Rotor tugs equates to a capital investment in excess of $A330m. If this acquisition 
proceeds, then towage rates and the competitive position of the port will be reflective of 
this expenditure. 

6. What KPI’s will PHPA include in the non-exclusive license? 

7.  Will the non-exclusive license include provision for towage volume rebates? 

8. How does PHPA intend to manage emergency response issues both within the port and 
geographically close to the port? 

9. PHPA’s application identifies a number of shippers or potential shippers who will be 
affected by the outcome of this application. Whilst it is acknowledged that BHP is currently 
the major user of towage services within the port, other dry bulk producers will be 
materially impacted should they lift the volume of their exports in the next five (5) years. 

10. Has a clear process of divested been identified should BHP wish to exit the harbour 
towage business at any time in the future?  

 

4.0 Conclusion 

Once the answers to the above questions are provided the NBCG will be in a better position to 
comment on PHPA’s third line forcing notification N96171.  

 

Yours faithfully 
For National Bulk Commodities Group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dale Cole  
Executive Chairman  
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